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The biggest question in fundamental physics

Classical gravity

I Matter is classical
I Spacetime is

classical

Semiclassical gravity

I Matter is quantum
I Spacetime is

classical

Fully quantum gravity

I Matter is quantum
I Spacetime is

quantum

The last two are in principle possible and compatible with what we know



Standard semiclassical gravity



“Standard” semi-classical gravity
A semi-classical theory of gravity tells 2 stories:

1. Quantum matter moves in a curved classical space-time
2. The classical space time is curved by quantum matter

1 is known (QFTCST), 2 is not

The crucial question of semi-classical gravity is to know how quan-
tum matter should source curvature.
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Møller-Rosenfeld semi-classical gravity

The CHOICE of Møller and Rosenfeld it to take:

Rµν −
1
2R gµν = 8πG 〈T̂µν〉

→ source gravity via expectation values

There are:
I technical relativistic difficulties

[renormalization of 〈Tµν〉, cosmological constant]
I conceptual non-relativistic difficulties

[Born rule, faster-than-light signaling · · · ].

Even the non-relativistic limit is inconsistent.

Christian Møller

Leon Rosenfeld



Genesis at ENS - 2014

Serious continuous measurement theory – but waiting for heresy



February 2015 - IHES, Bures-sur-Yvette
At a serious semester on Quantum Mechanics organized by Jürg Fröhlich

The capture is not from IHES, but from the same talk Mermin’s mouse which is on Youtube

After the talk and long discussions, Detlef invited me to the next foundations
conference, the month after



Detlef Dürr
1951 - 2021 – moto: “Particles move” ; iconic paper [DGZ 1992]

photos by Ryan Reece and Tim Maudlin



March 2015 - Erice, Sicily
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Discussions with Lajos Diósi in Erice
Lajos Diosi was arguing with Shelly Goldstein

Which are the right local beables for QM?

Lajos: For something to be real, it should be injectable in the Schrödinger
equation as external drive without inconsistency.



From discussions to a gravity model - late 2015

Idea: The signal from continuous measurement models can be fed back without
problem. Let us continuously measure mass and use the signal as source of the
gravitational field to get a consistent semiclassical theory of gravity. The signal is
real!



From the idea to papers 2015-2017



Convincing philosophers in the Black Forest 2017

Main question: can you make your model simpler to see what is going on?



GRW toy model

I Make it easy: drop continuous Ito calculus → jump processes
I Make it familiar: use the Ghirardi-Rimini-Weber model as starting point



Anil Ananthaswamy picks it



Writing popular articles



Brisbane intermezzo: to neutron stars and beyond
After my talk
I Tom Stace: your model should heat bulk matter
I Me: I know of course, ∂ttr[Hρt ] > 0
I Tom Stace: what does it say for neutron stars?
I Me: No idea



Mainstream at last
After a v1 completely wrong because I do not know how to compute a polar
integral (that got me rightfully destroyed) v2 in PRL



Conclusion

I Fundamentally semiclassical gravity is still theoretically viable.
Experiments will decide.

“I bet 99 to one that the outcome will be consistent with gravity having
quantum properties.”

Carlo Rovelli
I New ideas take time to diffuse and be properly understood.
I Side projects are a good to stay motivated with moderate effect on

productivity


